
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of analyst, data
analytics. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for analyst, data analytics

Facilitate and perform consistent and reliable data collection, data
enrichment, data integration and attribution processes, in addition to utilizing
primary and secondary research methods
Post campaign performance analysis using summary statistics and diagnostic
contribution analysis across segments and variables using statistical
techniques and models
Creation of post campaign reports/presentations that are engaging, client-
friendly, insightful, incorporating best practices in data visualization and
story-telling, on an ad hoc/monthly/quarterly/yearly basis
Data mining from multiple systems
Working on 2/3 projects simultaneously
Establish relationships with business, IT, and internal audit personnel at
appropriate levels
Works in collaboration with various roles in Data Warehousing / BI
development efforts (developer, tester, lead, PM, business analyst, ) including
conducing peer reviews, information sharing sessions, estimating activities,
and customer presentations
Develop a regional data structure for all marketing data to allow for quick,
accurate use in reporting and modeling
Focus on a given region (China, Japan or ASEAN) but partner with global
counterpart to ensure that standards and approaches are consistent globally
Execute marketing data strategy roadmap and work with internal and
external groups to build high quality data environment for marketing analysis
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Qualifications for analyst, data analytics

Knowledge of Netezza, Oracle, or SQL Server a plus Specialized Knowledge
Databases (e.g., SQL)
1+ years experience in SAS/SQL/Teradata
Strong academic qualifications, including advanced
understanding/coursework in Math (Linear Algebra, Calculus), Statistics, and
database management
Advanced knowledge of statistical and data mining techniques (regression,
decision trees, clustering, neural networks)
Exposure to online, mobile, and social data is a plus


